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Marsh in 1912, gave them a kind of collective prestige. The
appointment in 1913 of Bridges to be poet laureate had also a
stimulating effect; for (unlike his predecessor) he was a poet in
whom his fellow poets felt their calling honoured.
The young school then arising, though not revolutionary by
post-war standards, nevertheless began a departure greater than
any in verse since the Renaissance reached England. Its
character (still often misconceived) may be best seen from its
causes. They were scholastic. From Henry VIIFs reign to the
end of Victoria's nearly all the chief English poets had in boyhood
been taught Latin verse, and expected from their critical readers
at least a grounding in the Graeco-Roman tradition. Down to
1890 that had been the portion of all the abler boys, not only in
the public schools but in the dozens of ancient grammar schools
scattered up and down the country. After 1890 these last were
generally modernized; laboratories were built, Greek dis-
appeared and Latin shrank to its rudiments; chemistry, electri-
city, and physics were substituted. The new secondary schools
started on similar lines; and early in the twentieth century,
following the adoption of the school certificate system, most of
the public schools themselves confined advanced classical study
to a minority of their boys. The work of poets like De la Mare and
D. H. Lawrence reflects the change. Theirs are clearly attempts
to develop English verse as if such ideas as iambuses and trochees,
anapaests and dactyls, had never existed, and the very forms of
verse-music must be wrought de now out of rhythms and under-
tones in the spoken language. These tendencies (as also the
cognate tendency to be interested in no poetry but lyric) were
carried much farther after the war; but, as a matter of history,
they began before it.
So did a very marked alteration in the language employed for
ordinary English prose. Down to about 1900 this had been
influenced especially by two facts—that most readers were
saturated with the Bible, and that men with more than an
elementary education had been taught Latin. But the multitude
of new readers out of whom the Harmsworths and their con-
geners made fortunes knew little Bible and no Latin, and had
to be written for with a different and, save on the side of slang,
much less copious vocabulary. Beginning at the halfpenny end
of the press and soon spreading to novels, the new vocabulary
gradually ousted the old; and, particularly by its de-Latinization,

